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Computer generation of patterns for pattern perception
research offers several advantages over other methods. A
large number of patterna can be produced easily and quickly,
and they appear in a standard format, but most importantly,
the set of patterns generated by a cornputer following cer-
tain rules wil l constitute a random sample from a well-defined
population.
This paper is concerned with one class of generators for
one type of pattern, and in particular with the Instituters
progress in the area. As such, it is more a progress report
than a general review, y€t the overalL approach should be
applicable to other classes of patterns.
Much of the Institute's research makes uEe of 48 X 48
matrices with black and white cells producing a visual. pattern.
Let us consider all possible ways such a pattern may be alter-
ed. Note that various combinations of the methods discussed
may be used either to make a pattern less recognizable or to
transform lt into an entirely different pattern. Thus pat-
tern aLteration can be a subset of pattern generation.
Furthermore, alteration which utilizes a random number gen-
erator will produce a random sample of deviations about a
prototype. The production and control of these alterations,
or variability, can thus be important for both generation of
specific patterns and for the generation of classes of pat-
terns with similar characteristics.
Variabil ity ean dlsrupt effective pattern transmission
in several ways. It may be entirely random, or white noise.
It may affect only edgesr Ets in bLurring. It may be a change
ln orientation, pogition, sizer of, compression-expansion
along various dimensions. Or it may involve complex twists
and proJective transfonnations. All these t14pes of variabil ity
can be present in a black and white pattern on flat paper and
all can be produced by lrrograqrs existlngr or under develop-
ment at the fnstitute.(1) The most general. type of noise is that which is in-
dependent of the pattern, or random noise. It occurs in our
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standard matrix when there is a fixed probabil ity, less than
one, that any particular ce11 wiII be transmitted correctly.
This type of alteration can be produced with VARGUS 6D on
the rBM 1520 cr with VARGUS 6E on the rBM 1800.
l2't Related closely to random noise is blur or edge inter-
ference. It is produced in the computer, at least indirectly,
by the random walk rnethod. VARGUS 8 (obsolete - no longer
operat ional) ,  for  the IBM 1620, in fact '  uses this nethod.
Every black cell is given a number of one celI steps, in
random directions, so that white areas far from the pattern
and black areas, interior to the pattern, are unchanged, but
edges suffer degradation. BLUR, for the IB!4 1800, achieves
a similar effect by loading a.rnatrix, successively centered
on black cells of the pattern, into corresponding cells of a
matrix congruent to the pattern matrix. The moving sub-matrix
earries numbers representing blr5; for a specifie number of
random steps.(3) notation of a pattern may occur about any axisr and
through any angle. The current program' ROTAT, for the IBI'{
1800, however, only rotates the matrix in which the pattern
appears about the center of the matrix and only in multiples
of ninety degrees. Note that rotations of less than ninety
degrees are not only difficult to program but (because of the
coirse grain of the matrix) produce changes in shape, which
rotation, alone, does not imp1y.(4) Position change can have a large effect on pattenr
recognition in natural situations. It is produced in the
computer by moving every cell of a pattern in the same Cirec-
tion relative to a straight l ine. For example, the celL with
coordinates (I, J) would be moved to position (f * M, J + N) 
'where M and N are intergers, constant across cells of the pat-
tern. This type of alteration, as yet not programmed' can
easily be added to existing programs or' if necessary, be
coded as a separate proqram.(5) ALteiations- (5i through (8) incLude more complex
changes in patterns, and may be grouped as mirror d.istortions,
since, in natural situations, convex and concave mirrors
and lenses wil l produce the sane effects. Although differ-
ent in appearance or natural origin, they may all be produced
in the computer by the same method, which is similar to the
procedure for position change with one important distinction.
tnstead of ttoving cells a constant distance, all cells are
moved a distance proportional to their Present distance from
the straight Line, ol axis, which deterrnines direction.
For example, the first mirror distortion, change in size
without change in shape, is produced by moving everY cell in
a pattern successively towards (or away from) a pair of
stlaight l ines which cross at right angles in the center of
the pattern. The other mirror distortions are similarLy
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produced, always moving a distance Droportional to the lnit ial
distance. Both (4) and (5) are included here more for the
sake of compl:teness than because of their value in research.
Changes in size and position have Litt le effect on recognition,
for this type of pattern, though they may later find some im-
portance in the joining of subschemata by computer.(6) Changes in shape can take many forms. The grouping
here (617, and 8) is somewhat arbi t rary,  s ince al l  the dis-
tortions discussed will be produced by a similar method. Hor,,t-
ever, they may have different appearance and natural. origin.
The first is compreasion or expansion in any direction.
Equal compression (expansion) in directions at right angles
is a special case discussed above as chanqe in size. In gen-
eralr this distortion is produced by moving celLs of the pat-
tern towards (or away from) a line which passes through the
pattern.(7't Twists and turns of a pattern can be produced by passing
short line segrnents through a pattern and comoressing (or
expanding) all points to (or from) tne l ine.(8) Projective transformation is a particularly interesting
class of distortions, although somewhat l imited in two-dimen-
sional patterns. One type is that produced by looking at a
pattern on paper from a vertical angle other than ninety de-
grees. Disregarding our subjective compensationr \d€ gee a
simple case of compreesion-expansion in the direction of view-
ing, which can be produced in the computer by the method dis-
cussed in (6). If we continue adjusting our angle of viewr or
turning the paper, we eventually see a single l ine. Further
turning results finally in a mirror image of the patternr of,
that seen by flipping a pattern completely over and holding
it up to the light. This is produced in the computer by con-
tinuing the mathematical eguivalent of compression, beyond
compression to a l ine.
fn summary, rrre nor,r have separate programs for introducing
random noise, blur, and rotation. !{ork is beginning on a pro-
gram, DSTRT, which will produce the distortion types of vari-
abll ity, changes in size, eompressLon-expansion, twists and
turns, and proJectlve transformations. One program can serve
for these varied ends because all the effects can be produced
by various combinations of one process.
First, one or more axes is introduced in the matrix. The
input includes the starting point coordinates, the Length,
and the orientation of each line. At present only straight
l ines wlth horizontal, verticalr ot diagonal orientations
wi l l  be used.
The next input is a par€rmeter specifying the amount of
compression-expansion, sdy "1,1". llote that both inputs may be
varied randomly, within certain constraints. For example,
to produce a size change without a change in shape t{ may take
on any value greater than zero or less than minus oneT
but there must be a pair of axes which cross at right angles
in the center of the pattern
Now, one coordinate of every cell of the matrix is operated
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upon by the following formula:
I=I+{
where I is a ';oordinate of the cell in question,
K is the corresponding coordinate of the axis,
and l{ is the amount of compression-expansion"
suppose that the pattern is being comPressed-towards a
norizontl l axis. Then I wil l be the row number of each
cell, K wil l be the axis ro!{, and M will be negative. Thus
only the row coordinates wil l be changed, and in this case'
changed so that the absolute val.ue of (I-K) diminishes.
Tf, however, the pattern were being comPressed towards
a vertiial axis, I vrould be the column number for each cell
and K would be the axis colunn, so that only the colurR co-
ordinates would change. Idhen the axis is diagonal, 
_the for-
mula is applied to Uoth the row and the column coordinates.
Thus, in every case, the same formula {s applied, whether
the row values, or the column values or both are to be
changed.
F'or expansion, M should be positive. I{hen t't is less
than zero but greater than minus one, a mirror image !s pro-
duced.
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Table I
Types of Alterations Which Can Be Produced By Progran DSTRT
and the Corresponding Types of Data Input
The relationships amonq I,
Figure l .
The type of input necessary
tortion are sulunarized in Table
Tvpe of Alteration
Size Change
Compression
Expansion
Mirror Image
K, and M are sumnarized in
for specific t lPes of dis-
1.
Input to DSTITI Proqram
two lines which cross at right
angles in the center of the
patterni  M) 0,  or  u1 
-1
one line which extends across
the patterni  ! {S-1
one LLne which extends across
the patterni  M> 0
one line which extends across
the pattern i -15 t4 < 0
Table I  (conrt)
Type of Alteration
Twists or turrs
Pro jective Trang formations
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Inpul to DSTRP Progran
short line seqrments which pass
through or near the edge of the
patternt M*O
one line which does not cross
the patterni M1 -f
6.
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Fig.  1.  Rel ,at ionships of
and compression-expansion
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